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Abstract—Sleep is an essential integrant in everyone’s daily
life. Thereby, it is an important but challenging problem to
construct a reliable and stable system, that can monitor user’s
sleep quality automatically. In this work, we combine complex
network and deep learning to propose a novel Graph-Temporal
fused dual-input Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) method
to detect sleep stages by using the Sleep-EDF database. Firstly,
we segment each single-channel EEG signal into non-overlapping
30s epochs to set up the network. For that, we map each epoch
into a Limited Penetrable Visibility Graph (LPVG) and obtain
the corresponding Degree Sequence (DS) by calculating the node
degree. Finally, the DSs and the 30s EEG epochs are combined
as inputs of the novel Graph-Temporal fused dual-input CNN to
learn about the graph topology and about the temporal feature
representations of the raw data for the purpose of classifying
the sleep stages into the two-, three-, four-, five-, and six-state.
Notably, the classification accuracy of six-state stage detection is
87.21% and the corresponding Kappa value is 0.80. The results
demonstrate the effectiveness of our model structure in detecting
sleep states, whereby they further provide a basic strategy for
future sleep research.
Index Terms—Sleep stage detection; Limited Penetrable Vis-
ibility Graph(LPVG); Complex network; electroencephalogram
(EEG); Convolutional neural network (CNN)
I. INTRODUCTION
SLEEP plays a crucial part in everyone’s daily life well-being as it is strongly associated with performance of
many essential daily activities, such as reasoning, working
efficiency, and mental concentration. Generally speaking, there
are six sleep stages, wake-fullness (W), non-rapid eye move-
ment (stages 1-4, from light to deep sleep), and rapid eye
movement (REM) in a sleeping cycle. Sleep is vital for the
body and brain recover from fatigue while cycling through
the sleep stages [1]. However, with increasing life pressure,
a larger number of people are afflicted with sleep-related
disorders and diseases. Sleep disorders are significant risk
factors leading to neurological diseases, impaired performance,
and decreased quality of life. The investigation of sleep disor-
ders has become a topic of great importance in recent years.
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Polysomnographic recordings, which are generally composed
of EEG, EOG, ECG, and EMG, are acquired from patients to
carry out the investigations. The polysomnographic recordings
are segmented into 30s epochs and classified into the six stages
by a disciplined expert in compliance with the Rechtschaffen
& Kales (R&K) rules [2]. This process is called sleep stage
detection or sleep stage scoring, which is an essential and
indispensable procedure of sleep-related disorder diagnosis,
sleep-related disease treatment, and sleep research. However,
analyzing polysomnographic recordings manually is labor-
exhaustive, time-consuming and subject to experts mental
state. Developing an automatic sleep stage detection system,
which can provide an objective and repeatable sleep stage
classification results, is in urgent need.
A number of methods using physiological signals have
been proposed to detect sleep stages including support vector
machine recursive feature elimination system [3], entropy
features extracted from five frequency bands [4], wavelet
coefficients entropy [5], recurrence quantification analysis [6],
time-domain features as well as the structural graph similarity
[7] and difference visibility graph [8]. The above methods ex-
tract time-domain, frequency-domain and non-linear features
from each recording epoch. The features are then selected to
realize an optimal combination for sleep stage detection.
Despite the effectiveness of sleep stage detection, the above
methods are task-specific and limited by the features that
are manually selected by the researchers. With the goal of
analyzing changing, there is a need to reconsider the best
suited features. Fortunately, deep learning can be employed
to address the problem as it is an approach that can extract
the significant features directly from the data and, in addition,
eliminate the need for manual feature extraction. With the
rapid development of some basic but specific neural networks,
including the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and Long-
Short Term Memory (LSTM), better and deeper learning
approaches have been applied in the analysis of physiological
signals. For example, driver fatigue detection [9], ECG classi-
fication [10], SSMVEP-based BCI investigation [11] and sleep
stage detection [12-16].
In past decades, the complex network theory has emerged
and contributed significantly for the characterization of com-
plex systems. Notably, the complex network analysis of time
series has achieved impressive advances in diverse research
areas by investigating the dynamical behaviors underlying the
time series. References [17] and [18] presented reviews of
the rapid development in complex network-based time series
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analysis. Among the published complex network methods, the
Visibility Graph (VG) proposed by Lacasa et al. [19], has
established itself an efficient graph construction approach in
the analysis of EEG signals [20], human heartbeat dynamics
[21], crude oil price [22], and others. Built on the basis of
the computationally efficient and analytically tractable VG
method, we proposed a LPVG method [23], which not only
possesses the advantages of visibility graph but also show
stronger noise resistance.
The above deep learning methods, using single-channel
information derived from raw polysomnographic recordings,
fulfills the task of sleep stage detection. Additionally, the
LPVG method has been applied to time series analysis from
graph theory [24-26]. In this work, we combine the LPVG
and CNN to detect the sleep stages from a single-channel
EEG signal. Each EEG epoch corresponding to one sleep stage
is converted into a LPVG. Then the degree sequences of the
LPVGs and the raw EEG epochs are evaluated by a novel dual-
input CNN for sleep stage detection. By this way, we can fuse
both the temporal information and the graph representation to
improve the detection accuracy of sleep stages.
II. EEG DATASET
The sleep EEG dataset analyzed in this paper, which is used
to demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed methodology,
is taken from the publicly available Physionet’s Sleep-EDF
databank [27]. This dataset includes 61 polysomnographic
recordings with the corresponding sleep stage annotations. The
dataset comprises two groups: the Sleep Cassette group com-
posed by healthy volunteers and the Sleep Telemetry group
composed by subjects suffering from mild sleep disturbance.
We use 10 subjects from the SC group and 10 subjects from
the ST group in this work. For each subject, their respective
polysomnographic recordings consisting of one EOG channel
and two EEG channels (from Fpz-Cz and Pz-Oz electrodes
location), are saved in a corresponding EDF-File. The three
channel signals are obtained with a sampling frequency of
100 Hz. Each 30s EEG epoch, containing 3000 data points,
is categorised as one of six sleep stages based on R&K rules
by well-trained experts. The six sleep stages include awake
(W), stage 1 (S1), stage 2 (S2), stage 3 (S3), stage 4 (S4),
and rapid eye movement (REM). In this work, we perform
six-state classification (W, S1, S2, S3, S4, REM); five-state
classification (W, S1, S2, S3&S4, REM); four-state classifica-
tion (W, S1&S2, S3&S4, REM); three-state classification (W,
S1-S4, REM); two-state classification (W, S1-S4&REM). We
employ the Fpz-Cz channel to evaluate performances of our
proposed Graph-Temporal fused dual-input CNN system. We
show the number distribution of epochs for each of the six
sleep stages in Tab. I.
TABLE I
THE NUMBER OF EPOCHS OF THE SIX SLEEP STAGES.
Sleep stage W S1 S2 S3 S4 REM
Epoch number 19658 1830 8816 1716 1431 3775
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we firstly introduce the construction of
LPVG for each EEG epoch, then derive the degree sequence
from LPVG and employ it as the graph representation. At last,
we present the developed framework, graph-temporal fused
dual-input convolutional neural network, with model structure
and implementation details.
A. Limited Penetrable Visibility Graph and Degree Sequence
Suppose S = {s1, s2, s3...sN} denotes one of the EEG
epochs, si represents the value of the ith point in the EEG
epoch S. We display the EEG epoch in the shape of vertical
bars, whose heights correspond to the values of time points and
whose positions are the same as in the time series, as shown in
Fig. 1. We link vertical bars pairwise if the straight visibility
line is not hampered by any intermediate vertical bars, so there
exists a coupling between the two bars, or the two nodes
(aij = 1 for nodes si and sj). Otherwise, the two nodes
are uncoupled (aij = 0 for nodes si and sj). Formally, we
establish the algorithm principle of VG: two arbitrary nodes
si and sj become coupled by a visibility line in the associated
visibility graph, if any other data sk placed between them
fulfills:




In this work, we develop LPVG by adding a limited
penetrable distance on the basis of VG. If we set the limited
penetrable distance to be L, two nodes are coupled if the
number of intermediate nodes that blocks the visibility line
is no more than L. In Fig. 1, we illustrate a LPVG with the
limited penetrable distance L being 1.
Fig. 1. Illustration of (a) an EEG epoch and (b) its corresponding LPVG
with the limited penetrable distance L being 1. The black lines represent the
visibility lines in VG, while the red lines represent the added visibility lines
in LPVG. The visibility lines between data points define the edges coupling
the nodes in the graph.
As shown in Fig.1, we carry out the above procedure and
derive a series of LPVGs corresponding to different sleep
stage epochs. The degree sequence is highly informative on
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the associated dynamical process, working even better than
more sophisticated topological metrics [28]-[29]. We extract








to characterize the complexity and the dynamics of the EEG
signals.
B. Dual-input CNN Structure
We design a paralleled dual-input CNN structure to fuse the
temporal information from the raw EEG signal and the graph
representation from the constructed LPVG, as shown in Fig.
2.
Fig. 2. The framework of the novel graph-temporal fused dual-input CNN
sleep stage detection system.
The dual inputs used in our structure are raw EEG epochs
and DSs, both experiencing the five convolutional layers. Five
kernels with size 11 * 1, 7 * 1, 5 * 1, 3 * 1 and 1 *
1 are chosen for the five convolutional layers, respectively.
In addition, the number of filters in the convolutional layers
are 64, 32, 64, 128 and 128, respectively. There are three
operations, 1D-convolution with its filters, batch normalization
[30] and Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) activation [31], carried
out successively in each convolutional layer. The batch nor-
malization and ReLU activation constitute an activation block
to bypass the normalization operation on input data.
After the five convolutional layers, we employ a global
average pooling. After the convolution and pooling operations,
we then concatenate and fuse the two outputs to go through
a dropout layer and a softmax layer. Finally, cross-entropy
objective function is used in the softmax layer to produce a
probability for each sleep stage. Thus, the stage, which obtains
the maximum probability, is regarded as the predicted anno-
tation. Through five convolution operations, the two inputs
are processed layer by layer to yield better representations in
order to obtain the following sleep stage detection. The fusion
layer integrates and fuses the features from the two inputs and
conduct the detection of sleep states.
Furthermore, the Glorot normal initializer is applied during
the model training process to initialize the weights of the
convolutional layers. The Adam optimizer is employed during
the model training process with learning rate 0.0001, β1 = 0.9
and β2 = 0.999 to optimize the model. L2 regularization
is applied in each convolutional layer with l = 0.0001. The
number of learning iterations is set at 300 and the batch size at
256. In the case that the validation accuracy stops increasing,
the patience of early stop scheme is set as 30 with the aim to
avoid overfitting.
IV. RESULTS
We employ 10-fold cross validation strategy to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the graph-temporal fused dual-input CNN
method. We randomly divide the whole sleep dataset into 10
subsets, then we perform validation by selecting 1 subset as
the testing set while the remaining 9 subsets as the training
set. This procedure is repeated 10 times such that each of the
10 subsets can be enumerated as testing set. Thus, we obtain
the average accuracy and the standard deviation of 10-fold
validations. The Confusion Matrix (CM) across ten folds from
the Graph-Temporal fused dual-input CNN system of two to
six-state sleep stage detection are shown in Fig. 3. Based on
each CM, we calculate the classification accuracies and Kappa
to present the effectiveness of the Graph-Temporal fused dual-
input CNN system. The detailed results of the two-state to
six-state sleep stage detection are shown in Tab. II.
TABLE II
ACCURACY (%) AND KAPPA VALUE RESULTS OF TWO-STATE TO
SIX-STATE CLASSIFICATIONS OF FPZ-CZ






Sleep stage scoring, when performed manually by well-
trained experts, is a laborious and time-consuming task. In
this work, we develop a novel graph-temporal fused dual-
input CNN method to realize sleep stage classification. The
Sleep-EDF database has been used by many researchers to
demonstrate the validity of their proposed sleep stage detection
methods in literature. Tab. III presents the comparison of
our proposed method with some other state-of-the-art studies
using the Sleep-EDF database. The classification accuracy and
Kappa results of 6-state detection are included.
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Fig. 3. The average CMs across ten folds of 2-state, 3-state, 4-state, 5-state, and 6-state sleep stage detection of Fpz-Cz channel.
V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we address the problem of detecting sleep
stages automatically by combining complex network and deep
learning. We propose a novel dual-input CNN method, which
fuse graph representation from limited penetrable visibility
graph and temporal information from raw EEG epoch. Firstly,
we construct the LPVG associated with each sleep EEG epoch
to extract the corresponding Degree Sequence (DS); secondly,
the DSs and the 30s EEG epochs are fed into the novel dual-
input to fuse temporal information and graph network features.
Most existing methods require developers to have domain
knowledge to extract features manually. However, the best
suited features can often be hard to be identified. In this regard,
our method is not limited to any domain knowledge. Our CNN
structure allows the method to extract features automatically.
More importantly, the Graph-Temporal fused dual-input CNN
method presents a way of combing deep learning and complex
network, which is very helpful for home sleep monitoring.
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